4th Grade Jumbled Words #6
Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet

The letters of the words below are jumbled. Figure out what the word is and write it on the blank line provided.

1. MALP _____________________ 2. ADGGJE _____________________
3. EHCSRREA _____________________ 4. ISNNYK _____________________
5. MVEOER _____________________ 6. TUHTGOH _____________________
7. FRSFUE _____________________ 8. ICNIMAUS _____________________
9. RUF _____________________ 10. OKBN _____________________

1. The inner surface of the hand.
2. Having ragged notches and points.
3. To investigate.
4. Very lean or thin.
5. To take away.
6. The product of mental activity.
7. To feel pain or distress.
8. Someone who plays an instrument.
9. The soft thick coat of skin of an animal.
10. A round handle for opening a door.
4th Grade Jumbled Words #6

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet

The letters of the words below are jumbled. Figure out what the word is and write it on the blank line provided.

1. MALP   PALM____________________    2. ADGGJE   JAGGED________________

3. EHCSRREA   RESEARCH__________    4. ISNNYK   SKINNY________________

5. MVEOER   REMOVE______________    6. TUHTGOH   THOUGHT_____________

7. FRSFUE   SUFFER_____________    8. ICNIMAUS   MUSICIAN___________

9. RUF   FUR____________________    10. OKBN   KNOB____________________

1. The inner surface of the hand. 7. To feel pain or distress.
3. To investigate. 9. The soft thick coat of skin of an animal.
4. Very lean or thin. 10. A round handle for opening a door.
5. To take away.